Thank you for all the wonderful ideas! It looks like there are two great websites to go to.

http://fefe.arizona.edu/curriculum.php

and

www.handsonbanking.com

I will attach the great handouts Konae Putman shared for the hands on baking website.

Here is the lesson scope, cover page and worksheet that I made up for finance. We have been trying to emphasize the different jobs associated with FACS and advice that students could give to others. I don’t have an answer key typed up. I will need to find a scanner to send it to you it isn’t too difficult to figure out the answers just takes some time when I get it done I will send it to you.

Konae Putman
Stampin’ Up! Demonstrator
435-232-6403
konaeputman at yahoo.com

I was wondering what some of you do in FACS Exploration to teach financial responsibility and wise consumer purchases. I don’t think I covered it very well last semester and could use some ideas. © I will share what I get.

Thanks!

Susan Redd
Eisenhower Jr. High